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1. INTRODUCTION 

Consider the partial differential equation 

Lu = - 'V·(D(x)'Vu(x)) + b(x)-'Vu(x) + c(x)u(x) = f (x) 

1 

(1.1) 

on a bounded domain 0CIR2 with suitable boundary conditions. D(x) is a positive definite 2X2 
matrix function and c(x)~O. D(x), c(x) and f (x) are allowed to be discontinuous across internal 
boundaries in 0. As a consequence 'Vu(x) is discontinuous, so that in multigrid methods the use of 
linear interpolation for prolongation is inaccurate and leads to deterioration of the rate of conver
gence. In [1], [7] and [8] prolongations are introduced that are based on continuity of D'Vu instead of 
continuity of 'Vu. See also [3]. 

Another possible cause of deterioration of multigrid rate of convergence is dominance of the con
vection term in (1.1); roughly speaking hllbll>llDll, with h the mesh-size. In that case piecewise 
(bi)linear prolongation and the corresponding restriction yield coarse grid Galerkin approximations of 
the fine grid matrix in which the co-diagonals dominate the main diagonal severely, even if the fine 
grid matrix is a M-matrix (cf. [14]). Coarse grid upwind finite difference approximation is not a 
sufficient remedy, because the order of approximation by which the coarse grid operators approximate 
their finer counterparts is too low ( cf. [ 14]). The purpose of this paper is to propose a new prolonga
tion and restriction, that overcome the two difficulties just mentioned, and lead to an efficient and 
robust blackbox multigrid code. 

Section 2 contains a brief description of the sawtooth MGCS algorithm (cf. [5, 10, 12]) and 
definitions of operators used in the sections to follow. Section 3 briefly identifies some desirable rela
tions among prolongations, restrictions and coarse grid matrices. In section 4 the cause of failure of 
bilinear prolongation is discussed. A novel prolongation is presented in section 5. Certain properties 
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of the fine grid matrix are shown to be inherited by its coarse grid Galerkin approximation. Section 6 
briefly describes the implementation and performance of a new blackbox multigrid solver based on 
the new prolongation. Numerical results for several hard problems appear in section 7 where com
parison is made with a MG method based on the classical bilinear prolongation and the method 
introduced by Kettler ( cf. [7], § 2.2). In a last section conclusions are summarized. 

2. DEFINITIONS 
For the description of the multigrid method we introduce the following notation: 
I EN is the number of grids; 
h1 = h EIR is the mesh size of the finest grids; 
hk = 2hk+i. k = /-1(-1)1 is the mesh size on grid k; 
Zk = {(Xi,X2)IX1 = ihk>X2 = jhk>(i,j)Elxl}; 

Ok= Sinzb k = 1(1)/, are the grids employed; 
Uk:Ok~IR 

Pk+1 :uk~uk+I 

Rk:Uk+1~Uk 

akEUk> 

is the set of gridfunctions on Ok; 

is a prolongation operator; 

is a restriction operator; 

is the gridfunction which takes 
the constant value a at all xEOk; 

(2.1) 

Lk : uk~uk is a discrete approximation of L; L1 is the given discretization of L, with a 9-point sten
cil, on the finest grid; Lk, k = I - I ( - 1) I is also a coarse grid approximation of Lk + 1• 

We assume that D,c and fare discontinuous only along parts of gridlines of the finest grid 01• The 
fine grid problem to be solved is 

L1u1 = ft (2.2) 
A quasi-Algol description of the "sawtooth MGCS cycle" (cf. [12, 5, 10]) (which is a MGCS cycle (cf. 
[2]) with a single smoothing step after the coarse grid correction) is as follows: 

procedure SAWTOOTH MGCS CYCLE (ft, L1, u1) 
begin 
(l) fork from I by -1 to 2 
(2) dofk-1 := Rk-1 (fk-Lkuk) 
(3) end do 
(4) SOLVE (/i. Li. u1) 
(5) for k from 2 by I to / -1 
(6) do uk := Pkuk-1 
(7) SMOOTH (fk, Lb uk) 
(8) end do 
(9) u1:=u1 + P1U1-1 
(10) SMOOTH (ft, L1, u1) 
end procedure 

. (2.3) 

In the present paper the Incomplete Line LU decomposition relaxation (ILLU) is used for SMOOTH 
( ). This relaxation appears to be very robust (cf. [7]); a description can be found in [5, 10]. 
Finally we give some additional notations that will be used throughout the paper. 
The grid nk is split in four disjunct subgrids in the following way (a four-colour division): 



ilk,(0,0) =Ok-I• 

9k,(l,O) = {(x1 +hk , x2)E9k 

ilk,(0,1) = {(x1 , X2 +hk)Eilk 

ilk,(1,1) = {(X1 +hk , X2 +hk)Eilk 

Furthermore, we need the following operators: 

l(Xi, X2)Eilk,(O,O)}, 

l(xi, X2)Eilk,(O,O)}, 

l(Xi, X2)Eilk,(O,O)}· 
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(2.4) 

h:Uk...,,ub the identity operator on grid k, I'fn:uk...,,Ub(m,n=0,1) a colour selection operator 
defined by 

{

uk(Xi, X2) if (xi, X2)Eilk,(m,n) 
(re"u )(x x ) - · k k 1' 2 - 0 if (xi. X2)!;t9k,(m,n) 

3. RELATIONS AMONG PROLONGATIONS, RESTRICTIONS AND COARSE GRID APPROXIMATIONS 

In (2.3) we still have to select operators Pk>Rk-I and Lk-I (k=2(1)/). First of all, we choose 

Rk-1 =PI 

and 

Lk-1 = Rk-ILkPb k=2(1)/ 

Eq. (3.lb) is called coarse grid Galerkin approximation because 

(Lk-luk-i.Vk-l)k-1 = (LkPkuk-i.Pkvk-1)k (V'uk-i.vk-1 EUk-1) 

with (,)k the usual inner product on Uk. 
Useful consequences of (3.1) are: 
(i) Lk is symmetric ~ Lk - I is symmetric. 

(3.la) 

(3.lb) 

(3.2) 

(ii) In (2.3) if Lk - I uk - I = fk- 1 holds just before stage ( 6) (if k <I) or (9) (if k =I) then 
Rk - I (fk - Lkuk) =Ok - I holds just after stage (6) (stage (9)). So, if Rk - I has only non-negative 
entries then after the coarse grid correction the residual of uk consists mainly of short wavelength 
components, and can be reduced efficiently by the subsequent smoothing step. 

(iii) Once Pk has been chosen, Rk - I and Lk - 1 follow automatically. 

4. BILINEAR PROLONGATION 

The restriction Rk-l and coarse grid operator Lk-I being defined by (3.1), we still have to choose Pk. 
As a start we consider bilinear interpolation defined by 

Uk-J(X) if X E ilk, (0,0) 
1 

(Uk-1(X +hk(-1,0)) 
I 

if X Eilk, (1,0) 2 +2uk-1(x +hk(l,0)) 

(Pkuk-1)(x) = 
I 

(Uk-1(X +hk( 1,0)) 
I 

if XEilk,(0,1) (4.1) 2 +2uk-1(x +hk(O, -1)) 

I 
(Uk-1(X +hk(- l, 1)) 

I 
4 +4Uk-1(X +hk(l, I))+ 

I 
(uk-1(x +hk(-1, -1)) 

I 
if XEilk,(1,1) 4 +4uk-1(x +hk(l, -1)) 

This prolongation can conveniently be represented by the following stencil (cf. [4], § 3.4.2) 
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l l l 
4 2 4 
l 

1 
l 

(4.2) 2 2 
l l l 
4 2 4 

This stencil shows the non-zero values of the fine grid function generated by prolongation of a coarse 
grid function which equals 1 at one point and 0 elsewhere. The prolongation (4.1) corresponds to 
interpolation of grid.functions in Uk by a bilinear polynomial. 

For a large class of problems this prolongation is quite satisfactory, but not so when the difficulties 
(discontinuous D or strong convection) mentioned in section 1 occur. 

4.1. Discontinuous diffusion coefficients 
Consider problems with diffusion coefficients that have strong discontinuities (e.g. the problems 3-8 in 
section 7). Let u1 be an approximate solution of (2.2) after a smoothing step. Consider the equation 
on the error 

r1 = L1e1 (4.3) 
with r1 the residual of u1 and e1 the corresponding error. The effect of a smoothing step is smoothing 
of the residual. In case of continuous coefficients and a proper discretization (i.e. L1 is a diagonally 
dominant L-matrix (cf. [13]), this coincides with a smooth e1, which can be approximated adequately 
by bilinear interpolation of a coarse grid function. Near a discontinuity of the diffusion coefficients a 
smooth r1 corresponds with an e1 with discontinuous gradient, so that e1 is not approximated well 
enough by bilinear interpolation of a coarse grid function. This leads to deterioration of the rate of 
convergence of standard multigrid methods. Therefore alternative prolongations ([1], [7], [8] and the 
present paper) are needed. 

4.2. Dominant convection (i.e. llbllh>llDll) 
A dominant convection term, combined with a large number of grids may also lead to deterioration 
of rate of convergence of multigrid m~thods (cf. [14]). To explain why, we neglect boundary condi
tions (i.e. Sl=R2) and consider the constant coefficient case (i.e. Lk is a Toeplitz matrix and can be 
represented by one single stencil). For a stencil corresponding with the operator Z we use the follow
ing notation: 

Z* = [:: :: :: 
ZJ Z2 Z3 

(4.4) 

This stencil can also be identified with a vector (z;)ER9• 

LEMMA 4.1. Let LZER9 be the stencil that represents Lk on Slk> and let Lk-I be defined by (3.1) and 
(4.1). Then 
i) a matrix G ER9 xR9 exists such that for all Lk ER9 

Lk-1 = GLk, (4.5) 
ii) an eigenvalue decomposition of G exists and reads: 

G = VDv- 1, (G,V,DER9xR9) (4.6) 
D is a diagonal matrix representing the eigenvalues of G. The columnvectors of V are the righteigenvec
tors of G, the rowvectors of v- 1 are the lefteigenvectors of G. 



and 

-116 -116 -114 -1112 -1/12 1136 1 1 1 
113 -2/3 0 0 -113 119 -2 0 -2 

-116 -116 
-2/3 113 

V= 413 413 
-2/3 113 
-116 -116 

113 -2/3 

114 1/12 -1112 1136 
0 -113 0 119 
0 0 0 4/9 
0 1/3 0 119 

1 -1 1 
0 -2 -2 
0 0 4 ' 
0 2 -2 

114 -1112 
0 0 

1112 1136 -1 
113 119 2 

I 1 
0 -2 

-116 -116 -114 1112 1112 1136 -1 -1 1 

-113 116 -113 -113 116 -113 -113 116 -113 
-113 -113 -113 1/6 116 116 -113 -113 -113 

-1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 -1 
-1 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 1 
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(4.7) 

v-1 = -1 -1 -1 o o o 1 1 1 (4.8) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
116 -1112 1/6 0 0 0 -116 1112 -116 
116 0 -116 -1112 0 1112 116 0 -116 
119 -1118 1/9 -1118 1136 -1118 1/9 -1118 119 

1 

I 0 
2 

D= 2 (4.9) 
4 

0 1/2 
112 

114 

PRooF. Part i) follows from a tedious evaluation of (3.1) with Pk defined by (4.2) for constant 
coefficients. Once G has been constructed, part ii) can easily be verified. 

REMARK 4.2. The eigenvectors of G correspond to 2nd order finite difference stencils. With V,j the j
th column of V, we see 

v.,*1,..,-h2L v.·,..,-h2L V.3",..,-h2 a2 
~ 2' •2 ~ 2 ' ' ~ ~ ' UXJ uX2 uX1uX2 

v. • h a v. • h a v. • ·d · ,4,.., -~ -, ,5,.., -~ -, ,6,...,, i entity, 
UXJ uX2 

v. * 2h3 ()3 v.. 2h3 ()3 v.. h4 ()4 
•7"'- ax2axy' ,g"'- ax1ax~' •9 "' axyox~ 

e.g. 
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[

V74 V84 V94 [- l/12 0 l/12] 
v,4 = V44 V54 V64 = -113 0 113 -h a!I. 

V14 Vz4 V34 -l/12 Q l/12 

Note that V, i - V,6 can be obtained by discretizing by means of bilinear finite elements on a regular 
grid with meshsize h. 

By repeatedly applying (3.1) (and (4.1)) we obtain a coarse grid operator Lk-n (n>O) for which the 
following holds: 

REMARK 4.3. 
9 

Lie-n = GnLie = ~tf;'aiV,i 
i=I 

where di is the i-th eigenvalue of G and ai=w;, ·Lk, where w;, denotes the i-th row of v-1 and · 
denotes the usual inner product on R9• . 
This can be easily seen because {V,;};=1...9 is linear independent set of vectors and Lie can be written 
as 

9 
Lie= ~aiV,; 

i=l 

with a; i = 1(1)9 uniquely defined. 

Now we consider the case of a simple convection-diffusion equation for which lX6 = 0 and tX4:;i6:0 or 
a5 :;C=O. Because of remark 4.3 it is obvious that the co-diagonals increase rapidly as n increases and 
hence diagonal dominance is lost. 

ExAMPLE 4.4. 

and hence 

Let Lie = [-~ ~ ~i then 
0 0 0 . 

L* -1..v • + v • + 1 v • + 1 v • k - 2 .i ,4 12 ,g 12 ,9 

L* - 1.. v • + 2n v • + <1..r 1 v • + <1..r 1 v • k-n - 2 .t •4 2 12 •8 4 12 ,9 

so Lie-n is dominated by the term 2nv, 4 for increasing n. This means that smoothing methods loose 
their effectiveness. The difficulty sketched in this subsection will also be overcome by means of the 
prolongation operator to be proposed. 
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5. MATRIXDEPENDENT PROLONGATION 

5.0. Introduction 
We introduce the following prolongation: 

uk-1(x) if xeOk,(O,O)> 

bk(x) Uk-1(x +hk(-1,0)) +ak(x)uk-1(x +hk(l,O)) if xeOk,(l,O)• 

(Pkuk-1Xx) = bk(x) uk-1(x +hk(O, 1)) +ak(x)uk-1(x +hk(0,-1)) if xeOk,(O,l)• (5.1) 

bk(x) uk-1(x +hk(-1, 1)) +ck(x)uk-1(x +hk(l, l))+ 

dk(x) Uk-J(X +hk(-1, -1)) +ak(X)Uk-1(X +hk(l,-1)) if xeOk,(l,I)• 

ak> bk> ck> dkeuk. 

This prolongation has the stencil 

[

ak(x +hk(-1, I)) ak(x +hk(O, 1)) 

ak(x +hk(-1,0)) 1 

ck(x +hk(-1, -1)) bk(x +hk(O, -1)) 

(xeOk-1) 

dk(x +hk(l, 1)) 

bk(x +hk(l,O)) 

bk(X +hk(l, -1)) 

(5.2) 

Because of (3.la) the stencil (5.2) also gives the weights of the restriction Rk - I at x eOk - I· The origi
nal matrix L1 is assumed to correspond to a 9-point discretization. Because of (5.2) and (3.la) all Lk 
(k<l) are 9-point discretizations as well. To complete the description of Pk in (5.1)-(5.2) we have to 
determine the weights ak>bk>ck>dk. This will be postponed until subsection 5.3. Beforehand, we show 
in section 5.1 that a conservative discretization on grid Ok results in a conservative discretization on 
grid Ok-I• provided that gridfunction lk-I is prolongated into lk by Pk. 

In section 5.2 a particular prolongation of type (5.2) is introduced for the case of L having constant 
coefficients. The stencil of this prolongation depends on two parameters: AEIR which makes the pro
longation asymmetric in the x 1 -direct~on and p.eR which makes it asymmetric in the x2-direction (the 
case A=µ=O is the conventional bilinear prolongation). If convection is dominant, the difficulty of 
lack of diagonal dominance of the coarse grid matrix is met by choosing A=#},p;:f=O by which 
automatically diffusion is added to the matrix at its evaluation (3.lb) (this is proven by lemma 5.4). 
Finally, in section 5.3 the prolongation is presented which has been implemented into the new black 
box solver. It is destined primarily for the case of discontinuous diffusion coefficients. Firstly, the pro
longation at the subset nk,(1,1) is defined by the discrete homogeneous equation, this is done in sub
section 5.3.1. Secondly, the prolongation at Ok,(1,0) and ok(O,I) is defined in subsection 5.3.2. The 
weights of the prolongation at these points are derived as follows: 
i) decompose the matrix into its diffusive and its convective parts, 
ii) let ~eOk,(1,0) (or Ok,(O,I)) be a point where a coarse grid correction has to be interpolated, then 

derive the different diffusion coefficients in the neighbourhood of ~ , 
iii) . based on the local character of the reconstructed differential equation, use some heuristic argu

ments to find appropiate prolongation weights at ~ . 

In subsection 5.3.3 the connection is shown between the prolongation for constant coefficients defined 
in section 5.2 and the one defined for variable coefficients in section 5.3. Here, by lemma 5.15 it 
becomes clear that the prolongation in 5.3 is applicable also for constant coefficients and dominant 
convection. 
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5.1. Conservation of properties of the fine grid discretization on the coarse grids 
In this subsection it is shown that some important properties of L1 may be inherited by Lk (k<l), if a 
condition on ak>bk>ck>dk is satisfied. For that purpose some lemmas are formulated. 

PROOF. Follows by straightforward computation. 

LEMMA 5.2. Assume Pklk-l = lk. Let fk-1-==Rk-ifk· 
Then fk-1 and Lk - l have the following properties: 

if xEOk,(l,O) or xEOk,(O,I) 
if x EOk,(1,1) 

i) the sum of elements of fk-1 is equal to the sum of elements of fie, 
ii) the sum of all entries of matrix Lk - I is equal to the sum of all entries of Lk> 
iii) if every rowsum of matrix Lk equals zero, then every rowsum of Lk -1 equals zero, 
iv) if every columnsum of matrix Lk equals zero, then every columnsum of Lk -1 equals zero. 

PROOF. 

i) lf-ifi-1 = lf-1Rk-1Jk = (Pklk-1lfk = lffk. 
ii) lf-1Lk-1 lk-1 = If-1Rk-1LkPklk-1 = (Pklk_i)TLklk = IfLklk· 
iii) Lk-1Ik-1 =Rk-ILkPklk-1 =Rk-1(Lklk)=Rk-10k =Ok-I· 
iv) Lf-1 lk-I = (Rk-ILkPkllk-1 = Rk-1LlPkik-I = Rk-1(Lflk) = Rk-lok =Ok-I· 0 

Part iii) and iv) can easily be generalized to the following 

LEMMA 5.3. Let 

Lie= Lk(x)(-1,0) Lk(x)(O,O) Lk(x)(l,O) 
[

Lk(x)(-1,1) Lk(x)(O,l) Lk(x)(l,l) l 
Lk(x)(-1,-1) Lk(x)(0,-1) Lk(x)(l,-1) 

be the stencil of Lk at xEOk. 
I I 

Let ~/x) = ~ ~ Lk(x)(i,j) (i.e. the rowsum) and 
j=-1 i=-1 

I I 
let ~'k(x) = ~ ~ Lf (xXi,j) (i.e. the rowsum). 

j=-1 i=-1 
Let XoEDk-1 and S(xo)= {xo+hk(i,j)llil~l,[il~l}. 
If(Pklk-1)(x) = lfor all xES(xo) then the following holds: 
i) if~k(x) = Ofor all xES(xo)=> ~k- 1 (xo) = 0 
ii) if ~'k(x) = 0 for all xES(xo)=> ~'k-1(xo) = 0 

PRooF. Similar to lemma 5.2 iii)- iv). 

(5.3) 

0 

The properties i), iii), iv) mentioned in lemma 5.2 make sense e.g. for the problems 1, 4, 6 in section 7 
which are pure diffusion problems with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions only. By a con
servative discretization, the linear systems L1u1 = fi that arise have the properties: 

L1 is symmetric, 



the sum of elements of ft vanishes, 
every rowsum of L1 equals zero, 
every columnsum of L1 equals zero. 
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For all k~/ let Pk be such that Pklk-l = lk. Because of consequence (i) in section 3 and lemma 5.2 
it is clear that the properties of L1 and ft mentioned above are inherited by Lk and fk for all k<l. 
(For problems with Dirichlet boundary conditions lemma 5.3 can be applied). Of course, all Lk> k ~I 
are singular. However, all systems Lkuk = fk are solvable because for each k, fk is within the range of 
Lk> i.e. the sum of its element equals zero. The solution is unique up to a constant. 

We conclude that for systems of the abovementioned type it is favorable to use prolongations which 
satisfy Pklk-1 = lk. 

5.2. Matrixdependent prolongation for the constant coefficient case 
Assume that L has constant coefficients, then the prolongation 

l l l l l l l 
4 2 4 2 0 2 2 I 2 

Pk(A,µ,)= 
l 

I 
l +'A -1 0 I + µ, 0 0 0 (5.4) 2 2 

l 1 l -1 1 
1 l l -- 0 - -2 -2 
4 2 4 

2 2 

with A, µ,e[ -112, + 112] is considered for gridfunctions on Ok -ao. Both A and µ, remain to be 
choosen. 
Let(/;) T.'k denote the stencil of Lk. Possible choices for A andµ, are: 

l.) ' /4-[6 12-fs (thi . "d . h th l . ed. [7] & n 
I\- 2(/

4 
+!

6
), /L= 2(/

2 
+ls) s comc1 es wit e pro ongation us m except 1or a~k.(l,l) 

points), 

11 
.. ) - (/1 +/4 +11)-(/3 +16 +!9) . . . . . . 

A 2((/
1 
+!

4 
+!

1
)+(!

3 
+!

6 
+!

9
)), µ,analogously (this comcrdes with the prolongation· used m [3] 

except for the ok,(1,1) points), 

lll ... ) '\- w4 ·L'k Ws·L'k 'h d . k43 H h . h l 
"== • µ,- · wit w;, an · as m remar . . ere t e asymmetry m t e pro onga-

4w 1,-L'k' 4w2:L'k 
tion is proportional to the ratio of convection and diffusion in the x 1 and x 2 direction respec-
tively. 

Clearly, Pk satisfies the condition that Pklk-I = lk. For (5.4) the following lemma holds: 

LEMMA 5.4. 
i) A matrix G(A,µ,)elll 9 XR9 exists such that 

L'ic- 1 = G('A,µ,)L'ic 

for all L'icelll9• _ 

ii) With V defined by (4.7), D=V- 1G('A,µ,)V is given by 
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1+4A2 0 0 0 0 4A2 
0 0 0 3 

0 1+4µ2 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 3 
0 0 I 0 0 2Aµ 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 -D= 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 (5.5) 
0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 

0 0 0 ~ 
A2 

0 .l+2A2 0 0 2 3 2 

0 0 0 L ~ 0 0 ; +2µ2 0 3 2 

L A2 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 ! +A2+µ2 3 3 2 

PROOF. Part i) follows from a straightforward but tedious evaluation of (3.1). Once G(A,µ) has been 
constructed, part ii) can easily be verified. 0 

- -This D(A,µ) is a generalization of Din (4.9) for the case (A,µ):;6(0,0). The columns of D describe how 
a stencil corresponding to vector v,; i = 1(1)9 is transformed, e.g. 

G(A,µ)v, 1=h+4A2)v,1 +lfv,9 

- ~ L G(A,µ)v, 4 - 2v, 4 + 
2 

v, 1 + 
3 

v, s 

etc. 

EXAMPLE 5.5. (Cf. example 4.4). 

[ 
o o ol Let Lk: = - l 1 0 then 
0 0 0 

L*-.l*+ *+• *+• * k - 2 v, I v,4 12v,g 12v,9 

and, if Lk:-n = Gn(A,O)Lk:, then 

L* -c1+ 4'\2r.l • + 2n * + (.lY' 1 • + (.l+'\2)n 1 • k-n - I\ 2 v, I V,4 2 12V,g 4 I\ 12v,9 

Apparently, by A:;60 or p;=/=O, extra diffusion is added to the coarse grid approximation of the stencil. 

5.3. Matrixdependent prolongation in the case of dicontinuous coefficients 
In this subsection the prolongation is presented which has been implemented into the new black box 
solver. In order to complete the description of Pk in (5.1)-(5.2) we specify the weights ak>bk>ck>dk. 
This is done in two steps: 
i) the construction of ak>bhck>dk at Ok,(l,1)> 
ii) the construction of ak and bk at Ok,(l,O) and Ok,(0,1)· 
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5.3.1. The weights at nk,(1,1) 
Assume that ak and bk at Uk, (l,O) and Uk, co, I) have already been choosen. Let rk be the residual before 
and rk be the residual of uk after adding the coarse grid correction Pkuk-l (see section 2), then the 
equality 

(5.6) 

holds. In order to prevent huge jumps in the /2-norm of the residual after interpolation (cf. [l], p437) 
we require 

I}}(LkPkuk-1) = ob l;/uk-1 EUk-1· (5.7) 

Hence 
I I 
~ ~ Lk(x)(i,j)(Pkuk-1)(x +hk(i,j}) = 0, XEllk,(1,1) (5.8) 

j=-1 i=-1 

(where Lk(x)(i,j) as in (5.3)). 

Substituting the weights ak and bk at Uk,(l,O) and Ok,(O,I) as given in (5.1) we obtain 

( 
_ -(Lk(x)(l, -1) + Lk(x)(O, - l)ak(x +hk(O, -1)) + Lk(x)(l,O)ak(x +hk(l,O))) 

ak x) - Lk(x)(O,O) 

-(Lk(x)(-1, 1) + Lk(x)(-1,0)bk(x +hk(-1,0)) + Lk(x)(O, l)bk(x +hk(O, 1))) (
5
.
9
) 

~W= 4~AA~ 

-(Lk(x)(l,l) + Lk(x)(l,O)bk(x +hk(l,O)) + Lk(x)(O,l)ak(x +hk(O,l})) 
~w= 4~AA~ 

-(Lk(x)(-1, -1) + Lk(x)(O, - l)bk(x +hk(O, -1)) + Lk(x)(-1,0)ak(x +hk(-1,0))) 
dk(x) = Lk(x)(O,O) 

for xEUk,(1,1)- (It is assumed that Lk(x)(O,O)*O). 
These weights are in effect computed in the black box solver. 

LEMMA 5.6. Let XEllk,(1,1) (k~l). 
Jf bk(x +hkz)+ak(x +hkz) = lfor zE{(-l,O),(l,0),(0, -1),(0, l)} and Lk(x)(O,O)*O we find 

~k(x) 
ak(x) + bk(x) + ck(x) + dk(x) = 1- Lk(x)(O,O) 

where ~k(x) again denotes the rowsum (cj lemma 5.3). In addition, if Lk(x)(i,j)~O for (i,j}*(O,O) and 

Lk(x)(0,0)>0 and both bk(x +hkz), ak(x +hkz);;;;,O then ak(x),bk(x),ck(x),dk(x);;;;,O. 

PRooF. The lemma follows immediately from (5.9). D 

This lemma combined with lemma 5.1 indicates that if 
i) the weights of the prolongation on the horiwntal (vertical) coarse grid lines are defined such that 

on those lines lk- I is prolongated into lk, 
ii) the rowsums of matrix Lk equal zero, 

then Pk is such that Pk lk - I = lb which generates nice properties for the coarse grid systems as 
explained in subsection 5.1. 
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5.3.2. The weights at nk,(I,o> and Ok,(0,1> 
These weights are found by an approximate reconstruction of the continuous equation at the grid
points, using the information which is available from Lk. We proceed as follows: 

Let Sk=; (Lk + Ll) (5.10) 

Ak=;(Lk-Ll) 

This corresponds to splitting the stencil of Lk at x Enk as follows: 

Lk(x )(i,j) = Sk(x )(i,j) + Ak(x )(i,j) (5.11) 

Sk(x )(i,j) = ; (Lk(x )(i,j) + Lk(x + hk(i,j))( - i, - j)), 

Ak(x)(i,j) = ; (Lk(x)(i,j)-Lk(x +hk(i,j))(-i, -j)), 

lil~l,[il~l. 

It is natural to assume that Sk originates from the diffusion and zeroth order terms of (1.1), while Ak 
originates from the convection terms. Eq. (5.11) is rewritten as: 

[

/7 /g /9 l [S7 Sg S9 
/4 /5 /6 = S4 S5 S6 

f1 /2 /3 S1 S2 S3 

Of course, s 5 = 15 and a5 = 0. 
The symmetric part is decomposed by 

[

S7 Sg S9] 
S4 S5 S6 = -s147 
S1 S2 S3 

H ! ~J -s~ [~ ! -!l 

+ ~ 0 I 0 [
o o ol 
0 0 0 

9 
where Spqr=Sp +sq + Sr and ~= ~ s;. 

i=l 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

We can identify the elementary stencils in the right hand side of (5.13) as contributions from a 
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symmetric differential operator. Thus, schematically, the diffusion coefficients of (I.I) in the different 
regions near x are found to be 

x 

a2 -h2-
ax~ 

n 
-s739 

x 

-sm 

a2 -h2-
ax~ 

n 

S7 -s9 
x 

(5.14) 

-s1 S3 

-h2 a2 
dX1dX2 

The coefficient ~ accounts for the zero-order term. Note that the set of stencils at the right hand side 
of (5.13) forms a basis of R9, hence the coefficients s 147 etc. are uniquely determined. Similarly, the 

coefficients of h-:J- and h-:J- are approximated by 
uX1 uX2 

c1 = (a3 +a6 +a9)-(a1 +a4 +a1) (5.15) 

(averaging out the x2-dependence) 

c2 = (a1 +as +a9)-(a1 +a2 +a3) 

(averaging out the x 1-dependence). 

(5.16) 

As far as possible we try to incorporate the information, gathered in (5.1 I)-(5.16), into a proper 
definition of the weights ak and bk at nk,(1,0) and nk,(0,1)· The same procedure is followed in the hor
izontal and the vertical direction, therefore we restrict the description to the weights at llk,(l,O)· We 
simplify the notation and write for some x ellk, (1,o): 

(Pkuk-d(x)=wwuw+wEuE (5.17) 

with uw = uk-1(x+hk(I,O), uE=uk-1(x+hk(-l,O)). By (5.17) uk(x) is to be computed from uw 
and uE. To determine the weights ww and wE we first formulate some guidelines for their construc
tion: 
i) 

(5.18) 

. In subsections (5.1) and (5.3.1) we have seen that for any problem with ~k(x)=O we should 

satisfy ww + wE = 1 and ww, wE ;;i.o. Another case of interest is 

Lk(x )(i,j) =O if (i,j)=l=(O,O) 

#) if (i,j)=(O,O) 

in which case we should have ww=wE=O. This is an optimal choice because a (local) relaxation 
solves the equation at x at once and any non-zero coarse grid correction would be harmful. 

ii) In the one-dimensional case the prolongation should reduce to interpolation by means of the 
difference operator. This is achieved as follows: 
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s· =a·=O ;r i<4 or i>6 
l ' ':I ' 

then take 
1 1 

dw+2c1 de-2c1 

ww= dw+de+ ~'we= dw+de+ ~ · (5.19) 

(Notice that if c1 =O and ~=O then these expressions reduce to the formula given by HAcK
BUSCH [4], § 10.3.1.) In the one-dimensional case, (5.17) results in Ilc0 LkPkuk - I =Ok. 

With i) and ii) in mind we propose the following formulas for ww and we. 

Let dw=max (ls141 I, ls1 I, ls1 I) 
de=max(ls3691, ls3I, ls91) 

dN=max(ls7891• ls1I, ls91) 
ds=max(ls123I, ls1I. ls31) 

, _ [.l 1 de-dw 
w e-o 2 + 2 dw+dE 

Then we choose 

ww=min (o,max(O,w'w)) 

we=min (o,max(O,w'e)) 

(ci. ~. s;, sijk as defined in (5.13)-(5.16)). 
It is easily verified that (5.20) satisfies the requirements i) and ii) above. 

REMARK 5.7. ww+wE=o. 

REMARK 5.8. (5.20b) and (5.20e-f) have safeguards to enforce that 
O:s:;;;;ww:s:;;;;o:s:;;;;I , 

O:s:;;;;we:s:;;;;o:s:;;;;I . 

If Lk is a diagonally dominant £-matrix then these safeguards are superfluous. 

(5.20a) 

(5.20b) 

(5.20c) 

(5.20d) 

(5.20e) 

(5.20f) 

REMARK 5.9. In (5.20a) also the coefficients of the mixed derivative are involved (see (5.14)). This is 
done because of the following heuristic argument. Consider dw; if s1 (or s 1) is not zero this implies a 
coupling between the values of u in the north-west (south-west) quadrant and therefore between uw 
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and u at g. Similar arguments hold for dE, dN, ds. These couplings are incorporated in (5.20a). 
Experiments indeed showed that neglect of I s1 I, I s1 I, I s3 I, I s9 I causes slower convergence 
of the multigrid algorithm. 
We conclude section 5.3 with examples of weights on horizontal gridlines resulting from the descrip
tion in this section, for some special cases of interest. 

ExAMPLE 5.10. 
Let Lu = -\! · (D\lu) with 

DL X1<g1 
D(x) = DR x1 >g1 . . . 

w E 

(For the discretization of L, cf. [1]). Then [Pkuk-1](g}=wwuw+wEuE with ww= DL;DR, 

DR 

ExAMPLE 5.11. 
- au . au 

Let Lu= -gAu+cos aax+sm aa (£>0). 

Let L1 be given by the stencil 9' 

[ -co~0a-£ cos a+~~ a+4E: ~of] (O~a~;) 
-sin a-£ 

and 

and 

A1= 

0 

-cos a 
2 

0 

0 

-cos a 
2 

0 

-sina 
2 

f cos a+sin a+4E: 

-sin a 
2 

+sina 
0 

2 

0 
+cosa 

2 
-sin a 

0 
2 

0 

-cosa 
2 

-f 

0 
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ExAMPLE 5.12. 
LetLu=-£Au+8u (£>0). 
Let L1 correspond to the stencil (h =I): 

[-f -f -fi 
-f 8£+8 -f . -f -f -f 

Then ww=wE=; if 8~0, ww=wE= 8£~8 if 8>0. 

ExAMPLE 5.13. 
a2 

Let Lu= -Au+a a a u and let L1 correspond to: X1 X2 

[ 

-a -I+a 
-I+a 4-a 

0 -1 
~ 1] (O<a< I cl. [4], p. 217). 

ExAMPLE 5.14. 
Consider the stencil 

9 

[

81-/J 8s+/J 89 
Lk(f)= 84 + /J 8s -{J 86 

81 8i 83 

8;>0 i=5 

8;~0 i=/=5 

with ~ 8;=0, for ~EOk,(l,O) and with Lk=Sk. 
i=l 

This situation occurs on coarser grids (k</) in the following situation: 

then 

L =-\/·(\ID) 

with {D1 X1 <~i. X2>~2 
D(x)= D 2 elsewhere 

D1>D2 

5.3.3. The constant coefficient case revisited 
Assume that L has constant coefficients with dominant convection. We pose the question how the 
prolongation as described in subsection 5.3.2 behaves for this case. To answer this question it is 
shown that there is a link with prolongation (5.4) which could be analyzed well with respect to the 
procreation of coarse grid matrices. Let Lk be defined by the stencil 



[

11 ls 19 

L'k = 14 15 h 
11 12 /3 

with constant coefficients i.e. independent of x E0k. Let Pk be defined by 

I 
a 2+µ. 8 
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(5.21) 

(5.22) 

with constant coefficients i.e. independent of x E0k- I; a, {1, y, 6 are (again) defined by solving the 
homogeneous equation at the Ok, 0 , I) points, A and µ. are still free to be chosen. Define 
e; = 1;115 , i=1(1)9. 
By means of (5.9) we obtain the equations: 

e2 e6 
a= -(e3 +1+2)+e2A-e6µ. 

e4 e8 
/3=-(e1+2+2)-esA+e4µ. 

LEMMA 5.15. 
i) Prolongation (5.22)-(5.23) is identical to prolongation (5.4) if the system 

e2 e6 I . I I 
e3 +1+2+4=( e2 +1)A+(-e6-2)µ. 

e4 eg I I I 
e1+2+2+4=(-es-2)A+( e4+2)µ. 

e6 eg I I I 
e9+2+2+4=( es+2)A+( e6+2)µ. 

e2 e4 I I I 
e1 +1+2+4=(-e2-2)A+(-e4-2)µ. 

is solvable for A and µ., 
9 

ii) if~ l; =O then system (5.24) has rank ~3, 
;91 

iii) if ~ l; =O and system (5.24) is solvable then 
i=I 

1-+)i.= 11 +14 +11 , _!__)!.= 13 +16 +19 , 
2 (11 +14 +l1)+(l3 +16 +19) 2 (/1 +14 +l1)+(l3 +h +19) 

I 11+l2+l3 I 11+ls+l9 
2 +µ.= (/1 +12 +l3)+(l1 +ls+l9)' 2 -µ.= (11 +12 +l3)+(l1+ls +19) · 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 
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PROOF. Part i) follows immediately from (5.4) and (5.23), part ii) follows from adding the four equa
tions, part iii) is straightforward. D 

ExAMPLE 5.16. 
Let 

9 

Tl5 T/6 [T/8 18 Tl8 
/5 16 or L'k = T/5 /5 T/5 

T/5 T/6 T/2 /2 T/2 

with ~/i=O and O~T~l, then system (5.13) is solvable. 
i=I 

6. IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPUTATIONAL COST 
The present black box solver consists of a preparational stage and a cycling stage. An outline of the 
cycling stage using the sawtooth schedule can be found in [12] p. 617, [10] p. 148. The preparational 
stage is formulated as follows (L1 is the matrix supplied by the user): 

(1) fork from I by -1 to 2 
(2) do compute and store weights ak> bk> eh dk 
(3) compute and store Lk-1 =Rk-1LkPk 
(4) end do (6.1) 
(5) for k from 1 to I 
(6) do compute and store ILLU-decomposition of Lk 
(7) end do 

If ~k is a rectangular NXk * NYk grid, then the storage requirements for the weights are 2*NXk *NYk 
reals and for the ILLU-decomposition 3*NXk*NYk reals. 
The efficient implementation of the Galerkin approximation Lk-I (line (3) of (6.1)) is a nontrivial 
task. An important equality is 

(6.2) 
which follows immediately from (5.7). By means of (6.2) the cost of computing Lk-I can be reduced 
with about 35 percent. If well implemented, the cost of computing Lk - I becomes asymptotically 
29.25*NXk*NYk multiplifications and 26.25 additions. On a vector computer: 

N~k (117 VECTOR (*)+ 105 VECTOR(+)) plus, for the CYBER 205, 

N~k 179 GATHER (length (VECTOR)= N:k ' stride equals 2). 

The code, called MGD9V, has been written in standard FORTRAN 77 and contains no machine
dependent features. Tables (6.la-c) show CPU-times on different machines for the various tasks of 
MGD9V on all levels 1 ···I together. 



I 4 5 
NX1=NY1 33 65 

WEIGHTS at. bt. ck, dk 0.040 0.158 
GALERKIN APPROXIMATIONS 0.048 0.170 
ILLU-DECOMPOSITIONS 0.041 0.150 
1 MG-CYCLE 0.048 0.155 

TABLE 6.la. CPU-times (seconds) on the CYBER 750 (NOS/BE 1.5 LEVEL 587, FfN 5.1 
+ 564 compiler) 

I 4 5 6 
NX1=NY1 33 65 129 

WEIGHTS 0.008 0.031 0.120 
GALERKIN APPROXIMATIONS 0.015 0.037 0.102 
ILLU-DECOMPOSITIONS 0.011 0.031 0.107 
1 MG-CYCLE 0.011 0.033 0.105 

TABLE 6.lb. CPU-times (seconds) on the CYBER 205 (one single vectorpipe, FORTRAN 
200 CYCLE 654A compiler) 

I 4 5 6 
NX1=NY1 33 65 129 

WEIGHTS 0.004 0.015 0.054 
GALERKIN APPROXIMATIONS 0.002 0.007 0.016 
ILLU-DECOMPOSITIONS 0.004 0.012 0.037 
1 MG-CYCLE 0.004 0.014 0.043 

TABLE 6.lc. CPU-times (seconds) on the CRAY XMP-24 (COS 1.16, CFT 1.15 compiler) 
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Note that the computation of coarse grid matrices (GALERKIN APPROXIMATIONS) is extremely 
efficient on the CRAY. The reason is that the performance of the CRAY is not affected by strides 
>1. 

The question arises how MGD9V performs in comparison with a program based on the classical bil
inear prolongation and restriction. Let MGSYM denote the program equivalent with MGD9V but 
based on (symmetric) bilinear prolongation and restriction. We find: 

i) 1 MG-CYCLE of MGD9V costs the same as 1 MG-CYCLE of MGSYM, 
ii). the preparational stage of MGD9V takes (less than) the work of 1 MG-CYCLE more than the 

preparational stage of MGSYM, 
iii) for easy problems MGD9V takes the same number of MG-CYCLES as MGSYM, for difficult 

problems MGD9V takes considerably less MG-CYCLES than MGSYM. 

The first statement is obvious, the third statement follows from the experimental results in section 7. 
With respect to ii) we remark that the ILLU-DECOMPOSITIONS will cost the same in both pro
grams, the GALERKIN APPROXIMATIONS take fewer operations in MGD9V than in MGSYM 
but in MGSYM no weights have to be computed. 
Another algorithm with similar objectives as MGD9V, in particular for diffusion problems, is an 
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algorithm published by KErrLER (cf. [7], § 2.2). We made our own implementation of his algorithm to 
which we refer here as MODMG. Results of experiments for several problems with MGSYM, 
MGD9V and MODMG are exhibited in section 7. Compared with the cost of a MG-cycle of 
MODMG, the cost of a MG-cycle of MGD9V can be slightly less because of a cheaper evaluation of 
the prolongation at the ok,(1,1) points. 
The additional preparational work in MGD9V compared with MODMG, consists of the computa
tion of the prolongation WEIGHTS which takes the amount of work of about one MG-cycle. How
ever, the computation of the GALERKIN APPROXIMATIONS is probably more efficient in 
MGD9V. 

7. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section we demonstrate the robustness and efficiency of MGD9V and make a comparison with 
MGSYM (see section 6) and MODMG which is a program that follows the description of KEITLER 
(cf. [7], § 2.2). Note that several of the testproblems in this section are pure diffusion problems with 
Neumann boundary conditions, a full description of the discretization can be found in [l]. This type 
of problem results in a linear system with a singular matrix, the system is nevertheless solvable. This 
phenomenon is inherited by the coarse grid systems as was shown in section 5. Therefore on the coar
sest grid no direct solver can be used. Instead, 8 ILLU relaxation sweeps are applied. In the follow
ing, each testproblem is briefly described. The performance is measured by the number (n) of MG
cycles needed to reach a given reduction (red) of the /2-norm of the residual, i.e. 
llr<n>ll2< red *llr<0>112 where r<k> denotes the residual after k MG-cycles. All testproblems are taken 
from the literature, except problem 4. For problems 1-8 the initial guess is the zero solution, for prob
lems 9-11 on the inner area the initial guess is the zero solution and the initial solution on the boun
dary is given by the Dirichlet condition. 

PROBLEM l, POISSON 
-!l.u=f on 0, 
n. '\lu=O on ao (Neumann), 
0=(0,32)X(0,32), 
/(8, 8) = /(24,8) = /(8,24) = /(24,24) = - 2, /(16, 16) = 8, 
f = 0 otherwise. 

MGSYM MGD9V MODMG 
I Grid red 
4 33 x 33 10-9 

n 
7 

PROBLEM 2, IIACKBUSCH (cf. (4], p. 217) 
a2 

-!l.u+ a a u=O on 0, 
X1 X2 

O=(O, l)X(O, 1). 

n 
7 

Eliminated Dirichlet boundary conditions: 

n 
7 

u=sin ('1Tx1)+sin (l0'1Tx1)+sin (wx2)+sin (10?Tx2) on oO, 
(special discretization cf. [4], p. 217, § 10.3.2). 

I Grid red 
4 33 * 33 10-9 

MGSYM MGD9V MODMG 
n 
6 

n 
8 

n 
19 



PROBLEM 3, The inhomogeneous square. 
-'V. D\lu=l on 0, 
D = 0 outside the shaded region, 
D = 104 /3 inside the shaded region, 

au 1 
Da;;+2u=O on ao, 
0 = (0,24) x (0,24) 
( cf. [ 1 ], p. 450). 

MGSYM MGD9V 
I Grid red n n 
4 25 * 25 10-9 52 8 

PROBLEM 4, The inhomogeneous diamond. 
-'V. D\lu=O on 0, 
D = 1 outside the shaded region, 
D = HP inside the shaded region. 
n . 'Vu =0 on d0 (Neumann), 
0 = (0, 32) x (0, 32), 
/(8,8)= /(24,8)= /(8,24)= /(24,24)= -2, 
/(16, 16)=8, f=O otherwise. 

21 

... 
"' 

0 

K 

MODMG 
n 
10 

0 

0 K 24 

K 

0 

K K 

o+-~~~~~~~~........,. 

0 

The comers of the shaded region lie at (16,8), (8,16), (24,16) and (16,24). 
At (ih,jh)EO-ao the stencil of L1 is given by 

I I I I 
-d(4, 2)-d(-4, 2> 

-SUM 
I I I I 

-d(4, -2)-d(-4, -2) 

where ~UM is the sum of the off diagonal elements and 
d(p,q)=2D((i +p)h, (j +q)h). 

MGSYM MGD9V MOD MG 
I Grid red n n n 
4 33 * 33 10-s 18 7 7 

K 32 

d(p,q) is defined by 
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PROBLEM 5, The inhomogeneous staircase. 
-'V. D'Vu=fon 0=(0,16)X(0,16). 
D = 1 and f =O outside the shaded region, 
D = 103 and f = 1 inside the shaded region. 
n. 'Vu=O on x 1 =O and on x 2 =O (Neumann), 

du I 
and Da,;-+z-u=O on x 1 =16 and on x2 =16 

(cf. [l], p. 453). 

MGSYM MGD9V MODMG 
I Grid red 
3 17 * 17 10-9 

n 
130 

PROBLEM 6, Stone's problem (cf. [11]). 
-'V. D'Vu=f on 0=(0,30)X(0,30), 
n. 'Vu=O on ao (Neumann), 

[
du O l 

D= 0 d22 ' 

Region A B c D 

du 1 1 HP 0 
d22 1 HP 1 0 

/(3,3)= 1, /(23,4)=0.6, 
/(14, 15)= -1.83, /(3,27)=0.5, 
/(27,27)= -0.27, f =O otherwise. 

n 
9 

n 
10 

0 

0 K 16 

K 

0 

IRE~!~ I 
0 

REGION 
A 

.K ~ .K 

I RE~IONI REGION 
B 

0 
0 

0 .K 30 

For the region 0 a 31 X 31 grid is used. In order to be able to use 4 levels in the multigrid algo
rithms, virtual gridpoints are added to extend the grid to obtain a 33 X 33 grid (padding). In these 
points the difference stencil is given by 

[~ ~ ~i 
0 0 0 

and the righthandside is zero. Of course, these equations do not influence the solution of the original 
discrete problem. Note that for MGD9V these points correspond to zero weights, so that also on the 
coarser grids these points do not couple with points in 0. 

I Grid red 
4 33 * 33 10-s 

MGSYM MGD9V MODMG 
n 
39 

n 
8 

n 
8 



PROBLEM 7, KERSHAW 's problem (cf. [6]). 
-"V. D\lu+u=f on 0, 
0=((0,50)X(0,25))U((0,25)X(25,50)), 
u = 0 (Dirichlet) on { (x i. 25) I 25EO;x 1 EO; 50} 
and on {(25,x2) I 25EO;x2 E0;50}, 
n . \lu=O elsewhere on ao. 
D increases discontinuously from the outer shell to 
the inner shell with the values 10-4, 10-2, 10, 106, 
ff )= IO(x1 -x,)124.5+2 
J\Xi,X2 • 

K 

0 

K 

' 
~ 3J 

3J 

~11 
11 

0 K 

With the same procedure as in problem 6 the grid is extended by padding to a 65 X 65 grid. 

MGSYM MGD9V MODMG 
I Grid red 
5 65 * 65 10-9 

n 
26 

PROBLEM 8, The four comer junction. 
-"V. D\lu=f on 0=(0,64)X(0,64), 

au 1 
Da;;+2u=O on ao, 

O~EO;yc}D=l f=O OEO;xi<xc ' ' 

O~~c }D=HP f=-1 xc<xE0;64 ' ' 

ye <y E0;64}D = 10 f= 1 
OEO;x EO;xc ' ' 

yc<yE0;64}D= 102 f=O 
xc<xE0;64 ' 

(cf. [9], p. 197). 

n 
10 

n 
24 

D - 10 D - 100 

YC 

D - 1 D - 1000 

xc 
0 

0 

23 

K 

50 

0 

64 
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MGSYM MGD9V MOD MG 
I Grid red n n n 
5 65 * 65 10-8 14 14 6 

(xc,yc) = (32, 32) E Ds,(O,O) 

5 65 * 65 10-8 14 7 6 
(xc,yc) =(33,32)E0s,(1,o) 

5 65 * 65 10-8 15 12 7 
(xc,yc)=(32,3l)E05,(o,1) 

5 65 * 65 10-s 15 7 DIV 
(xc,yc)=(33,31)E05,(1,1) 

DIV denotes divergence. 

PROBLEM 9, Convection Diffusion. 
au au -......-~~~~~~~~~--clu + a(x i.x2)-~ -+b(xi.x2)-~ -=0 on O=(O,l)X(O,l), 

uX1 uX2 

u(xi.x2)=sin ('1Tx1)+sin ('1Tx2)+sin (l3'1Tx1)+sin (l3'1Tx2) 
on an (Dirichlet bound~ conditions), 
a(xi.x2)=(2x2-l)(l-xi), 
b(xi.x2)=2x1x2(x2 -1), t:= 10-5• 

The characteristic directions which correspond to 91 

a ( ) and b ( ) are shown in the figure. 
The problem and its discretization are the same 
as used by RUGE and STOBEN [9], p. 203. 

MGSYM MGD9V MODMG 
I Grid red 
4 33 * 33 10-8 

5 65 * 65 10-8 

6 129 * 129 10-8 

n 
3 

DIV 

n 
3 
3 
4 

n 
3 
4 

DIV 

0 

0 



PROBLEM 10, Convection Diffusion. 
au au 

-££\u+a(xi.x2)-a -+b(xi.x2)-a-=O 
X1 X2 

on n=(O, l)X(O, 1), 
u(xi.x2)=sin ('1Tx 1)+sin (13'1Tx 1)+sin ('1Tx2)+sin (13'1Tx2) 
on an (Dirichlet boundary conditions), 
a(xi.x2)=4x1(x1 -l)(l-2x2), 
b(xi.x2)= -4x2(x2- l)(l-2x1), £= 10-5• 

The characteristic directions which correspond 
to a ( ) and b ( ) are shown in the figure. The 
problem and its discretization are the same as used by 
RUGE and STOBEN [9], p. 203. Notice the 
stagnation point and notice that merely by numerical 
diffusion the solution of the discrete problem is unique. 

MGSYM MGD9V MODMG 
I Grid red 
4 33 * 33 10-8 

5 65 * 65 10-8 

6 129 * 129 10-8 

n 
7 
11 
24 

PROBLEM 11, Convection Diffusion. 
au au 

-££\u+a(xi.x2)-a -+b(xi.x2)-a -=0 
X1 X2 

on O=(O, l)X(O, 1), 

n 
15 
17 
22 

n 
25 
39 

DIV 

u(xi.x2)=sin ('1Tx 1)+sin (13'1Tx 1)+sin ('1TX2)+sin (l3'1Tx2) 
on ao (Dirichlet boundary conditions), 

-{(2x2- l)(l-ii) if :X1 >0 
a(xi.x2)- (2x2- l) if :X1 ~O 

-{2X1x2(x2- l) if :X1 >0 
b(X1,X2)- 0 if- O 

XJ~ 

where :X1 =1.2x 1 -0.2, £=10-5• 

The characteristic directions which correspond to a ( ) and b ( ) 
are shown in the figure. The problem and its discretization are 
the same as used by RUGE and STOBEN [9], p. 203. Notice the 
presence of a stagnation point. 

I Grid red 
4 33 * 33 10-s 
5 65 * 65 10-8 

6 129 * 129 10-8 

MGSYM MGD9V MODMG 
n 
3 

DIV 

n 
3 
4 
5 

n 
3 
4 

DIV 

25 

0 

0 

0 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper the attention has been focussed on improving the usual geometric multigrid method for 
solving the linear systems that arise from 9-points discretizations of elliptic PDE's in two dimensions. 
Improvement is achieved by automatic adaptation of prolongation and restriction operators to the 
particular discrete problem to be solved. Certain properties of the fine grid system are shown to be 
inherited by its coarse grid Galerkin approximation. The resulting code MGD9V is both more robust 
and (for hard problems) far more efficient than a standard multigrid code based on the usual prolon
gation and restriction obtained by linear interpolation. The cost of a MG-cycle remains the same, and 
only some additional work is required in the preparational phase. This additional work is compen
sated by far by the decreased number of iterations. Also, if compared with the algorithm of KEITLER . 
(cf. [7]), MGD9V turns out to be an improvement. The code (written in ANSI FORTRAN 77) per
forms well also on vectorcomputers and especially on the CRAY. It is difficult to make a comparison 
with algebraic multigrid methods. If we consider AMGOl (cf. [9]), then on one hand MGD9V will 
solve many problems from a large class (including hard problems) within the setup time of AMGOl . 
On the other hand, AMGOl is able to cope with larger stencils and irregular grids. 
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